**POLE SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **SECTION:** OCTAGONAL TAPERED
- **COLOUR:** BLACK ECLIPSE
- **FINISH:** POLISHED

**LUMINAIRE SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **MOUNTING METHOD:** PENDANT
- **OPTICAL SYSTEM:** GLOBE BRUSHED FINISH (GBP)
- **IES CLASSIFICATION:** TYPE III
- **LIGHT SOURCE:** LED
- **CCT:** 4000K
- **LINE VOLTAGE:** 120V
- **PAINT:** BLACK

**OPTIONS:**

- QUICK DISCONNECT
- TERMINAL BLOCK
- OTHERS

**ARM SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **PAINT:** BLACK
- **OPTIONS:**
  - DECORATIVE PLUMBIZER C/W TWISTLOCK RECEPTACLE AND DECORATIVE CAP (PHOTO CELL BY OTHERS)

**NOTES:**

1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN.
2. FOR POLE DETAILS, SEE BSD-829.
3. POLES SHALL BE MANUFACTURED AND PLACED SO THAT HANDHOLE ORIENTATIONS ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OPSD 2220.01.